Iron Formations: A Record of Neoarchean to Paleoproterozoic Environmental History
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Abstract

Iron formations are chemical archives of Precambrian seawater chemistry. Given that they accumulated onto the seafloor for over two billion years of Earth’s history, temporal changes in their composition offer a unique glimpse into the environmental changes that took place during that time interval. Perhaps one of the most significant events was the transition from an anoxic planet to one where oxygen was persistently present within the marine water column and atmosphere. Linked to this progressive global oxygenation was the evolution of aerobic microbial metabolisms that fundamentally influenced continental weathering processes, the supply of nutrients to the oceans, and, ultimately, diversification of the biosphere to produce complex life forms, such as ourselves. This chapter reviews what iron formations are, and how they have been used to gain insights into the processes underpinning the global rise in oxygen.
1. Introduction

Iron formations are iron-rich (15-40 wt%) and siliceous (40-60 wt%) sedimentary deposits that precipitated from seawater throughout much of the Neoarchean and Paleoproterozoic (2.60–1.85 Ga) (James, 1954; Trendall, 2002; Klein, 2005; Bekker et al., 2010). They typically contain low concentrations of Al₂O₃ (<1 wt%) and incompatible elements (Ti, Zr, Th, Hf and Sc <20 ppm), which indicates minimal detrital input to the depositional basin during their deposition, although this does not hold true for all iron formations. They are also characterized by layers of variable thickness, from macrobands (meters in thickness) to the characteristic mesobands (centimeter-thick units) by which they are typically defined (i.e., banded iron formation, BIF), to millimeter and submillimeter layers. The latter are known as microbands and are linked to either periodic hydrothermal or diagenetic processes (e.g., Trendall and Blockley, 1970; Morris, 1993; Krapež et al., 2003). Granular iron formations (GIF) typically lack banding and are made of granules of chert and iron oxides or silicates with early diagenetic chert cement filling pore space (e.g., Simonson, 1985). GIF first appear in the rock record at ca. 2.32 Ga, reach their acme at ca. 1.88 Ga, and are then replaced by ironstones in the Phanerozoic record (after 543 Ma).

The mineralogy of iron formations from the best-preserved successions is remarkably uniform, comprising mostly quartz (in the form of chert), magnetite, hematite, Fe-rich silicate minerals (stilpnomelane, minnesotaite, greenalite, and riebeckite), carbonate minerals (siderite, ankerite, calcite, and dolomite), and minor sulfides (pyrite and pyrrhotite); the presence of both ferric and ferrous minerals gives iron formations an average oxidation state of Fe²⁺ (Klein and Beukes, 1992). James (1954) defined four facies of iron formation: silicate, carbonate, oxide, and sulfide. Sulfide-facies iron formations are pyritic carbonaceous shales and slates and, as such, should no longer be considered iron formation in the strict sense. The other iron formation facies are generally interbedded with variably recrystallised chert (Simonson, 2003). The oxide facies consists
predominantly of magnetite or hematite, whereas carbonate-facies varieties contain siderite or ankerite as major constituents. The mineralogy of silicate-facies iron formations is more complex and depends to a large extent on the degree of metamorphism. Under relatively low-grade metamorphic conditions of the biotite zone and below, greenalite, minnesotaite, stilpnomelane, chamosite and ripidolite (Fe-chlorites), riebeckite, and ferriannite may be present. At higher grades, cummingtonite, grunerite, pyroxene, garnet, and fayalite can occur.

It is generally agreed that none of the minerals in iron formation are primary in origin. Instead, the minerals reflect significant post-depositional alteration under diagenetic and metamorphic conditions (including, in some cases, post-depositional fluid flow). The effect of increasing temperature and pressure is manifested by the progressive change in mineralogy through replacement and recrystallisation, increase in crystal size and obliteration of primary textures (Klein, 2005). For instance, the alternating layers of magnetite and hematite are interpreted to have formed from an initial iron oxyhydroxide phase, e.g., ferrihydrite (Fe(OH)₃), that precipitated in the photic zone when dissolved ferrous iron (at concentrations that may have ranged from 0.03 to 0.5 mM; Holland, 1973; Morris, 1993) was oxidised and hydrolysed to insoluble ferric iron. The iron oxyhydroxide particles then sank through the water column and were deposited on the seafloor where they eventually formed (1) magnetite or iron carbonates when organic remineralisation was coupled with Fe(III) reduction, either during diagenesis or metamorphism; (2) hematite, when organic material was lacking; or (3) iron silicates, possibly in the form of a precursor mineral such as greenalite ((Fe)₃Si₂O₅(OH)₄), when silica-sorbed ferric oxyhydroxides reacted with other cationic species in the sediment pore waters (Morris, 1993). Ferrous iron sorption to those particles may also have given rise to ‘green rust’-type deposits that eventually transformed into magnetite (Tamaura et al., 1984; Zegeye et al., 2012), although magnetite textures indicate a predominately metamorphic origin. Organic material, whether in the form of pelagic rain or intimately associated with sinking
iron oxyhydroxide particles, would have fuelled the organic remineralisation reactions mentioned above, and is likely to have been largely consumed by excess Fe oxidants during diagenesis (see section 2.4). Although siderite in IF has been interpreted to be a primary mineral phase (e.g., Beukes and Klein, 1990), there are strong isotopic and petrographic arguments (e.g., Fischer et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2003, 2008; Pecoits et al., 2009; Heimann et al., 2010) that point instead to formation linked to remineralisation of organic matter. The chert is widely considered to have precipitated from the water column or in pore-waters as colloidal silica co-precipitated with iron-rich particles given that the Archean ocean had significantly elevated concentrations of dissolved silica, at least as high as at saturation with cristobalite (0.67 mM at 40°C in seawater), and possibly even amorphous silica (2.20 mM) (Siever, 1992; Maliva et al., 2005; Konhauser et al., 2007a). An alternative interpretation is that most of the chert formed at the sediment-water interface as a replacement phase of a precursor sediment (Krapež et al., 2003).

Iron formations are broadly defined as being either Superior-type or Algoma-type (Gross, 1980), although it is more suitable to consider these classifications as end members with a gradation of varieties existing (Bekker et al., 2010, 2012). Algoma-type are interlayered with, or stratigraphically and genetically linked to, submarine-emplaced mafic to felsic volcanic rocks and associated volcaniclastic greywackes and shales in greenstone belts, and in many cases, spatially coupled with volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS) deposits. They were apparently formed close to volcanic arcs and spreading centres and produced by exhalative hydrothermal processes related to volcanism (e.g., Goodwin, 1962). These iron formations contain oxide, silicate and carbonate facies and commonly grade into sulfidic sediments, which can be enriched in copper, zinc, lead, silver, and gold. The lack of any sedimentological features besides fine banding (i.e., absence of current-, tide-, or wave-generated sedimentary structures) in the Algoma-type iron formations indicates a deep-water environment, likely distal to continental landmass (Bekker et al., 2010). In this regard,
Algoma-type iron formations have compositions that reflect local volcanic and hydrothermal conditions. Iron formations precipitated before 3.0 Ga are generally described as being Algoma-type.

In contrast, Superior-type iron formations developed in passive-margin sedimentary successions (i.e., after stable continental shelves evolved) and generally lack direct relations with volcanic rocks. They are regarded as having been deposited in near-shore shelf environments (e.g., Trendall, 2002) because they are typically interbedded with, or grade into, carbonates and black shales (Bekker et al., 2010). Unlike most Algoma-type iron formations, which rarely extend for more than 10 km along strike and are usually not more than 50 m thick, the Superior-type iron formations can be extremely laterally extensive, with original aerial extents estimated in some cases to be over 100,000 km² (Isley, 1995). In terms of mass, the largest Superior-type iron formations contain over $10^{13}$ tons of iron (Isley, 1995).

Texturally, IF are divided into two groups. BIF are dominant in Eoarchean to early Paleoproterozoic successions. They consist predominantly of interbanded iron- and silica-rich layers and were generally, but not universally, deposited in relatively deep-water settings, as they typically lack evidence for wave or storm action (Simonson and Hassler, 1996; Trendall, 2002; Krapež et al., 2003) (Figure 1A). Most BIF are commonly either overlain or underlain by organic matter-rich and sulfidic shales, and, in some cases, are interstratified with them. For example, the well-studied ~180 meter thick Dales Gorge member of the Brockman IF is comprised of 17 BIF macrobands intercalated with 16 shale (“S”) macrobands (Trendall and Blockley, 1970) (Figure 1B). These shales are thought to be shallower-water equivalents of BIF (e.g., Beukes and Klein, 1990; Beukes et al., 1990; Beukes and Cairncross, 1991; Bau and Dulski, 1996). There are, however, several key examples of shallow-water Archean BIF that are interbedded with sandstones (e.g., Fralick and Pufahl, 2006). Rather counter-intuitively, given evidence for shallow-water anoxia in the Archean,
GIF that formed in high-energy environments are much more common in Paleoproterozoic successions (Figure 1C). GIF are characterised by granules that can vary in morphology, size (micrometers to centimetre in diameter), and composition (chert, iron oxides, iron carbonates, and/or iron silicates); the cement is typically chert (Figure 1D). Many of the granules are considered detrital, with some being derived by sedimentary re-working of iron-rich clays, mudstone, arenites, and even stromatolites (e.g., Ojakangas, 1983; Simonson and Goode, 1989). Others, such as the ca. 2.32 Ga oolitic iron formation of the Timeball Hill Formation in South Africa, are composed of concentric cortices of hematite (Dorland, 1999) that were likely authigenically precipitated when Fe(II)-rich waters came into contact with more oxygenated shallow seawater. Granules are either grain- or cement-supported and, in the case of the latter, it appears as though the cement precipitated early, protecting the granules from compaction and preserved "floating" textures. The presence of wave- and current-formed sedimentary structures and hummocky cross-stratification indicates that they were deposited near-shore in water depths close to or above storm and fair-weather wave base (e.g., Pufahl and Fralick, 2004).

2. What Iron Formations Tell Us About the Precambrian Environment

2.1 The major source of iron to the oceans

The abundance of iron formations in Precambrian successions was used in early studies to argue for a largely anoxic atmosphere and ocean system (e.g., Cloud, 1973; Holland, 1973, 1984). The accumulation of such large masses of iron (in the form of Superior-type BIF) required the transport of Fe(II), as Fe(III) is essentially insoluble at circumneutral pH values. Early studies invoked a continental source of iron, since Fe(II) was much more mobile during weathering in the absence of atmospheric O₂ (e.g., James, 1954; Lepp and Goldich, 1964) and potentially since continents likely had more mafic composition than today (Condie, 1993). However, detailed iron formation studies
that followed in the Hamersley Province, Western Australia, suggested that the amount of iron deposited was on the order of $1 \times 10^{13}$ gm/yr (Trendall and Blockley, 1970), requiring rivers the size of the modern Amazon to transport orders of magnitude more iron than they do today. This led Holland (1973) to suggest that iron was instead sourced from deep marine waters and supplied to the depositional settings via upwelling. With the discovery of modern seafloor-hydrothermal systems (e.g., Corliss et al., 1978), the high Fe flux from slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges (Saito et al., 2013), and the recognition that modern hydrothermal systems may contribute up to 75% of dissolved iron to the Fe budget in the deep-oceans (Carazzo et al., 2013), support for a deep-sea iron source has become much stronger.

Based on rare earth element (REE) composition of iron formations, it is now generally accepted that deep-sea hydrothermal processes are the most likely source of Fe. Europium (Eu) anomalies have been central in the use of REE to trace Fe sources. Europium enrichment in chemical sedimentary rocks precipitated from seawater indicates a strong influence of high-temperature hydrothermal fluids on the seawater dissolved REE load (e.g., Klinkhammer et al., 1983; Derry and Jacobsen, 1988, 1990). The disparate behaviour of Eu from neighbouring REE in hydrothermal fluids is linked with Eu(III) reduction at high-temperature and low Eh conditions (Klinkhammer et al., 1983). It is generally assumed that Fe and REE will not be fractionated during transport from spreading ridges or other exhalative centres, and, therefore, a strong positive Eu anomaly indicates that the iron in the precursor sediment was hydrothermally derived (e.g., Slack et al., 2007). In this regard, secular trends in the magnitude of Eu anomalies in large Superior-type iron formations has historically been assumed to indicate variations in hydrothermal flux, with a long-term decrease in hydrothermal activity from the Eoarchean to Paleoproterozoic (e.g., Derry and Jacobsen, 1990; Sreenivas and Murakami, 2005). This REE trend is likely linked with an overall decline in the delivery of reductants from Earth’s interior.
Isotope ratios of some REE (e.g., Ce and Nd), in addition to REE concentrations, have also been used to constrain REE and Fe sources to seawater (Tanaka et al., 1982; Derry and Jacobsen, 1990; Shimizu et al., 1991; Amakawa et al., 1996; Hayashi et al., 2004). Both Ce and Nd have short residence times in the modern ocean, 90-165 and 1000-1500 years, respectively (Amakawa et al., 1996), and the Archean oceans were likely strongly heterogeneous in their $\epsilon_{\text{Nd}}(t)$ values (which describes the deviation of the $^{143}\text{Nd} / ^{144}\text{Nd}$ ratio measured is a sample relative to the $^{143}\text{Nd} / ^{144}\text{Nd}$ ratio in a chondritic uniform reservoir in part per $10^4$), with +1 to +2 values typical of the deep-waters dominated by hydrothermal sources and lower values, down to -3, typical of shallow-waters dominated by terrestrial sources (Miller and O’Nions, 1985; Jacobsen and Pimentel-Klose, 1988; Alexander et al., 2008). Similarly, $\epsilon_{\text{Ce}}(t)$ values in iron formations point to a strong hydrothermal influence on trace element composition of the Archean ocean (Shimizu et al., 1990; 1991).

Although it is now widely agreed that the dominant source of ferrous iron to the oceans was hydrothermal, there remains considerable uncertainty regarding the proximity of this source to the depositional settings, in particular for the Superior-type BIF. Holland (1973) was first to propose that Fe(II) was brought from the deep ocean onto the outer continental shelf by upwelling currents. In this case, the Fe source could have been distal mid-ocean-ridge systems. This then led to a depositional model suggesting that iron formations formed below wave base on partially isolated, submerged platforms on the continental shelves of older cratons, where deep ocean water was able to circulate freely, but some form of physical barrier was nonetheless required to explain the absence of terrigenous siliciclastic sediments coarser then clay size (Morris and Horowitz, 1983; Morris, 1993).

More recently, it was proposed that Fe(II) was supplied directly with hydrothermal plumes to shallow water. Archean ridge crests were likely shallower than today (Isley, 1995). Under such conditions, hydrothermal effluent could have risen buoyantly upwards through the water column to
the photic zone – where a number of oxidative mechanisms could have occurred (see section below). Even in the modern oceans, hydrothermal signatures are measureable in plumes over distances of thousands of kilometres away from venting sites (e.g., Lupton, 1996), and thus Fe(II) in the Archean and Paleoproterozoic could have spread throughout much of the continental shelf where iron formations were deposited. Building upon these ideas, Isley and Abbott (1999) suggested a direct link between mantle plume activity between 3.8 and 1.8 Ga and global iron formation deposition. This view is supported by the work of Barley et al. (1997; 2005) who proposed that the ca. 2.5 Ga Hamersley BIF in Western Australia formed during a major tectono-magmatic event that caused an increased supply of dissolved Fe(II) to the oceans. While the actual quantity of dissolved Fe(II) released with hydrothermal fluids is unknown, the elevated temperatures of water-rock reactions in the Archean and the low marine sulfate concentrations (which affect the Eh of hydrothermal fluids) suggest that dissolved Fe(II) in hydrothermal effluents may have been 1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than today (e.g., Kump and Seyfried, 2005). The concentration of Fe(II) effused from some modern deep sea vents is as high as 1.8 mM (Edmond et al., 1982). Furthermore, the observation that Archean shales are enriched in Fe, relative to average Phanerozoic shales, may also indicate a larger hydrothermal flux of Fe to the early oceans (Kump and Holland, 1992).

It is now believed that deposition of large, economically important iron formations coincided in time with mantle plume breakout events, as recorded by the secular distribution of large igneous provinces (LIPs), dike swarms, and submarine-emplaced mafic volcanic rocks (e.g., Isley and Abbott, 1999; Rasmussen et al., 2012). LIPs are linked to short-lived igneous events with magma produced in the mantle, resulting in relatively rapid intrusion and eruption of high volumes of mafic to ultramafic magma (Coffin and Eldholm, 1994; Ernst and Buchan, 2001). Higher oceanic spreading rates, increased submarine and subaerial volcanic activity, high sea-level, greenhouse
conditions, and an enhanced production of VMS deposits are predicted consequences of mantle plume breakout events (e.g., Condie et al., 2001; Barley et al., 2005).

2.2 Available oxidants in seawater for Fe(II) oxidation

The mineralogy and Fe isotope composition of BIF dictates that some oxidation of Fe(II) was necessary for precipitation, yet which mechanism(s) dominated remains uncertain. Prior to the rise of atmospheric oxygen and the development of a protective ozone layer, the Earth’s surface was subjected to high levels of ultraviolet radiation. Bulk ocean waters that were anoxic at this time could have supported high concentrations of dissolved Fe(II). Under such conditions, dissolved ferrous iron species, such as Fe$^{2+}$ or Fe(OH)$^+$, absorb radiation in the 200-400 nm range, leading to the formation of dissolved ferric iron [reaction 1], which in turn, hydrolyse to form ferric hydroxide at circumneutral pH (Cairns-Smith, 1978; Braterman et al., 1983; Anbar and Holland, 1992).

\[
\text{[1]} \quad 2\text{Fe}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2\text{H}^+ + \text{hv} \rightarrow 2\text{Fe}^{3+}_{(aq)} + \text{H}_2
\]

However, experiments focused on determining the specific rates of Fe(II) photochemical oxidation did not simulate the complex, disequilibrium water chemistry characteristic of an ocean where Fe(II)- and Si-rich hydrothermal waters reacted with ambient Si-saturated seawater that also contained high concentrations of HCO$_3^-$. Indeed, in fluids with high dissolved Fe(II), Si(OH)$_4$ and HCO$_3^-$, the oxidation effects of either UV-C (200-280 nm wavelength) or UV-A (320-400 nm wavelength) were found to be negligible compared to the precipitation of ferrous silicates and ferrous carbonates (e.g., Konhauser et al., 2007b). The point being that although UV photo-oxidation does occur, in an ocean supersaturated with siderite and greenalite, its role may have been small.
As an alternative to the abiological model, the presence of ferric iron minerals in iron formations has also been ascribed to the metabolic activity of planktonic bacteria in the oceans’ photic zone (Figure 2). Although a biological role in iron precipitation was suggested over a century ago (e.g., Leith, 1903; Gruner, 1922), the importance of bacteria began to receive greater acceptance with the discovery of microfossils in the ca. 1.9 Ga iron formations in the Animikie basin of the Lake Superior region (e.g., Tyler and Barhoorn, 1954; Barghoorn and Tyler, 1965; Cloud, 1965). Based on the assumption that the microfossils were cyanobacteria, or their predecessors, Cloud (1973) proposed that these primitive O₂-producing photosynthetic bacteria lacked suitably advanced oxygen-mediating enzymes and, consequently, required Fe(II) as an oxygen acceptor. Therefore, these microorganisms would have flourished when Fe(II) (and nutrients) were made episodically available, allowing for the indirect oxidation and precipitation of ferric oxyhydroxides, such as ferrihydrite. By contrast, the photosynthetic population declined in number when Fe(II) availability was limited. Other bacteria may have directly utilized low O₂ concentrations available in the surface waters of the Archean oceans for Fe(II) oxidation. For example, Holm (1989) speculated that oxidation of Fe(II) by chemolithoautotrophic species, such as *Gallionella ferruginea*, would have been kinetically favoured in an ocean with limited free oxygen because abiological rates of Fe(II) oxidation at circumneutral pH are slow under microaerobic conditions (e.g., Søgaard et al., 2000). Interestingly, many of the ca. 1.9 Ga Gunflint-type microfossils from the Animikie basin have been reinterpreted as chemolithoautotrophic Fe(II) oxidizers (Golubic and Lee, 1999; Planavsky et al., 2009).

A different biological model was proposed by Garrels et al. (1973) and Hartman (1984), who both suggested that light, not O₂, may have coupled the carbon and iron cycles via photosynthesis that used Fe(II) rather than H₂O as an electron donor, producing Fe(III) instead of O₂. This process is known as photoferrotnrophy [reaction 2].
Since then, a number of experimental studies have confirmed that various purple and green bacteria can use Fe(II) as a reductant for CO$_2$ fixation (e.g., Widdel et al., 1993; Heising et al., 1999; Straub et al., 1999). The ferric iron minerals these strains produce are also consistent with the likely precursor iron formation minerals, Fe(III) precipitates (Kappler and Newman, 2004). In particular, photoferrotrophs produce amorphous to poorly crystalline ferric oxyhydroxide minerals, which carry a net positive charge. Such biogenic minerals are expected to bind to organic carbon (cells) and silica, with the net effect being the deposition of Fe-Si-C aggregates onto the sea floor (Posth et al., 2008, 2010).

2.3 Evidence in the rock record for the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis

In order to determine the significance of different biological oxidative mechanisms that may have driven iron formation deposition it is essential to constrain when anoxygenic photosynthesis and oxygenic photosynthesis evolved. Although the timing of the evolution of cyanobacteria and photoferrotrophs is still debated, there are a number of indicators in the rock record that can be used to constrain their appearance in the Archean. In the case of cyanobacteria, this includes:

1. Stromatolitic assemblages in the 2.7 Ga Tumbiana Formation, Western Australia, presumed to have been constructed by photoautotrophs that utilised oxygenic photosynthesis (Buick, 1992). This view is supported by the earliest recognised fossil assemblage of filamentous and coccoidal cell colonies from the ca. 2.6 Ga Campbellrand Group, South Africa, possibly including oscillatoriacean cyanobacterial genera such as *Phormidium* and *Lyngbya* (Altermann and Schopf, 1995). However,
these microbial microfossils have simple morphologies that are difficult to link to specific organisms. Further, the construction of stromatolite-like structures by the anoxygenic phototroph *Rhodopseudomonas palustris* (Bosak et al., 2007) may challenge the notion that stromatolites strictly mark cyanobacterial presence in the geologic record. It therefore seems possible that prior to the rise of cyanobacteria, predecessor anaerobes, such as anoxygenic phototrophs, were the dominant stromatolite-building organisms, accounting for the stromatolitic record predating strong evidence for oxygenic phototrophs. Lastly, and arguably, there is no stromatolitic structure that can be definitively linked to a microbial influence, even if microbially-mediated stromatolite formation seems to be the most parsimonious mode for their formation (cf., Grotzinger and Knoll, 1999).

(2) The presence of extremely isotopically depleted kerogens that have been recovered from ca. 2.72 to 2.59 Ga carbonates and shales in the Hamersley Province of Western Australia, Kaapvaal craton in South Africa, and the Superior craton in Canada. Organic-carbon δ^{13}C values in these metasediments are as low as -60‰ (Hayes, 1983; Eigenbrode and Freeman, 2006). The most ^{13}C-depleted values have been ascribed to the assimilation of methane by chemolithoautotrophic, methanotrophic bacteria that utilise electron acceptors such as O\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-}, or NO\textsubscript{3}⁻. However, sulfate can form via photolysis of SO\textsubscript{2} of volcanic origin, and it might be possible to have methane oxidation via Fe\textsuperscript{3+} (e.g., Konhauser et al., 2005; Beal et al., 2009; Crowe et al., 2011). As outlined above, Fe(II) oxidation does not require oxygenic photosynthesis.

(3) Nitrogen isotope compositions of kerogens in minimally altered shales from the Campbellrand-Malmani carbonate platform in South Africa and broadly correlative sedimentary succession in Western Australia (Hamersley Group) show a significant rise in their δ^{15}N values between 2.67 and 2.50 Ga (Godfrey and Falkowski, 2009; Garvin et al., 2009). Exceptionally high δ^{15}N values are
also reported for the 2.72 Ga Tumbiana Formation (Thomazo et al., 2011). This positive shift has been interpreted as evidence for the onset of nitrification-denitrification reactions in the surface oceans; importantly, these microbial processes are typically thought to require the presence of oxygen. However, the emerging view is that it is possible to have anaerobic nitrification via Fe$^{3+}$ (e.g., Yang et al., 2012; Busigny et al., 2014), making the implications of the N record more ambiguous than previously thought.

(4) Over the past decade, redox-sensitive trace element data has been generated from paleosols, shales, carbonates, and iron formations that suggests an early Archean rise of oxygenic photosynthesizers. Amongst this data, the most widely referred to are from shales in the Campbellrand-Malman and Hamersley groups. This data includes (i) the shales with nitrogen isotope compositions suggestive of nitrification, and (ii) those that contain high concentrations of Re and Mo. Strong Re and Mo enrichments and coupled Mo-Fe isotope data were interpreted as evidence for oxidative continental sulfide weathering, and thus the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis as early as ca. 2.6 Ga (Anbar et al., 2007; Kendall et al., 2010; Czaja et al., 2012). Further support for the appearance of oxygenic photosynthesis by 2.7 Ga comes from sulfide concentrations in marginal marine sediments (Stüeiken et al., 2012). Most recently, Cr isotopes in 3.0 Ga paleosols suggest that there were appreciable levels of oxygen even at that time (Crowe et al., 2013).

(5) Bitumens from the ca. 2.6 Ga Marra Mamba Iron Formation and the ca. 2.5 Ga Mt. McRae Shale of the Hamersley Group, Western Australia yield abundant 2α-methylhopanes, derivatives of prominent lipids in cyanobacteria (methyl-bacteriohopanepolyols), which are responsible for cell membrane rigidity (Brocks et al., 1999; Summons et al., 1999). Hopanes carrying 3-methyl
substituents have also been recovered from 2.72 to 2.56 Ga carbonates and shales of the Hamersley Group (Eigenbrode et al., 2008). The only known extant bacteria to produce these particular hopanes are aerobic methanotrophs. A third suite of biomarkers, specifically steranes of 28- to 30-carbon isomers, was reported in bitumens of the ca. 2.7 Ga shales of the Roy Hill Member of the Jeerinah Formation, Fortescue Group, Western Australia (Brocks et al., 1999). These steranes are unique alteration products of the sterols used in extant eukaryotic cell membranes. Since oxygen is required for the biosynthesis of these sterols, their extraction from Archean sedimentary rock suggests that at least some dissolved oxygen (low nM [O$_2$]) was present at the time of their production (Waldbauer et al., 2011). Note, however, that the origin of these biomarkers remains controversial, with recent arguments favouring later contamination (see Rasmussen et al., 2008; Brocks, 2011), while others bring into question their taxonomic specificity (e.g., Rashby et al., 2007).

(6) Several weight percent concentrations of organic carbon in sedimentary rocks provide one of the most straightforward and compelling arguments for the Archean evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis. A wide range of microbial metabolisms can, of course, produce organic carbon, but only a handful of these metabolisms can realistically produce organic carbon-rich sedimentary rocks (Buick, 2008; Scott et al., 2011). Since photoferrotrophy produces a particulate iron oxide as well as organic carbon, it is more likely, as outlined above, to produce organic carbon-poor, iron-rich rocks like iron formations, because much of the organic matter would be oxidised via microbial Fe(III) reduction. Photosynthetic sulfide and H$_2$ oxidizers can be important primary producers and could in theory produce organic matter-rich rocks like black shales. However, the reductant for these microbial metabolisms, unlike for oxygenic photosynthesis, must be sourced from a hydrothermal system or produced via microbial degradation of organic matter. Sulfide and H$_2$, unlike Fe$^{2+}$, are not
thought to have been present at significant levels in Archean water column. Therefore, it is likely that Archean organic carbon-rich sediments, distal to any sort of hydrothermal system, record the presence of oxygenic photosynthesizers. There are organic matter-rich black shales without a proximal hydrothermal influence in sedimentary successions deposited at least ca. 2.7 Ga (Buick, 2008; Scott et al., 2011).

In conclusion, although definitive evidence for oxygenic photosynthesis prior to ca. 2.5-2.4 Ga (the onset of the Great Oxidation Event, or GOE, see section 3) is lacking, it is plausible that biological oxygen production began prior to 2.7 Ga. However, given that there is evidence for oxidative processes at the depositional site of the iron formation protolith as far back as 3.8 Ga (Dauphas et al., 2008), it seems reasonable to suggest that iron formation deposition took place well before the emergence of oxygenic photosynthesis. These early deposits were likely precipitated from anoxic seawater with Fe(II) oxidation via anoxygenic photosynthesis being the most plausible mechanism for Fe(III) precipitation.

2.4 Evidence in the rock record for the evolution of photoferrotrophy

There is even less actual physical and chemical evidence for the existence of Fe(II)-oxidising phototrophs in the Archean. However, their presence can be inferred from the following:

(1) Of the seven strains of anoxygenic Fe(II)-oxidising phototrophs known to date, six have been classified as Proteobacteria and one as a green sulfur bacterium (Posth et al., 2012). This large and diverse phyla of bacteria likely diversified from an ancestral anoxygenic phototroph (Woese, 1987); molecular phylogenetic analysis of a number of enzymes involved in (bacterio)-chlorophyll biosynthesis suggests that anoxygenic photosynthetic lineages are likely more deeply rooted than the oxygenic cyanobacterial lineages (Xiong, 2006).
(2) Anoxygenic phototrophs are able to utilize multiple substrates (e.g., H₂, H₂S, Fe²⁺), but throughout the Archean, ferrous iron was likely the main reductant in seawater until its supply became diminished with deep-water oxygenation; only with its depletion did the marine biosphere evolve alternate electron donors (potentially with an H₂O₂ or Mn intermediate) in the cyanobacterial line of evolution (Olson and Blankenship, 2004; Allen et al., 2012). There is evidence for euxinic (anoxic and sulfidic) conditions as far back as 2.64 Ga (Scott et al., 2011), but the spatial extent of those euxinic waters was likely limited.

(3) Based on REE data it appears that there was no discrete redoxcline in the depositional basins of multiple Archean iron formations (Planavsky et al., 2010a). However, multiple sedimentological and geochemical lines of evidence point to low Fe(II) in shallow waters (e.g., Sumner, 1997). The simplest explanation for these two sets of observations is the presence of anoxygenic Fe(II) oxidation (and by default photoferrotrophs) at depth which consumed the upwelling Fe(II) before it reached shallow waters. This water column structure contrasts strongly with that during deposition of iron formations after the rise of atmospheric oxygen, where Fe(II) oxidation took place by a combination of microbial oxidation below the chemocline and abiotic, oxygen-mediated Fe(III) precipitation at the redoxcline (e.g., Planavsky et al., 2010a).

(4) Numerical models have been used to suggest that anoxygenic photosynthesizers would control Fe(II) oxidation even if the surface layer was oxygenated (Kappler et al., 2005). This model is based on the simple idea that a layer of photoferrotrophs could thrive beneath an oxygenated surface layer even at low levels of photosynthetically active light. The model employs Fe(II) oxidation rates from modern anoxygenic photosynthesizers under a range of reasonable mixing rates in the ocean. This
directly contrasts with the recent suggestion by Czaja et al. (2012), based on a simple dispersion-reaction model, in which extensive water column Fe(II) oxidation requires significant levels of dissolved oxygen. The latter model infers that abundant iron formation deposition in the Late Archean was not linked to anoxygenic photosynthetic Fe(II) oxidation.

In the case of point (4), the strong contrast between these two modelling efforts invites a detailed analysis of the assumptions and parameter choices in each model. At the heart of this contrast, Czaja et al. (2012) suggested that because Fe(III) deposition was focused in the deep basins, and not in shallow-water environments, anoxygenic photosynthesizers could be ignored. This argument, however, can be questioned given that iron is likely to be sourced from deep-water hydrothermal systems (rather than continents) in most Archean basins, opening up the possibility that the depth of the iron chemocline could be biologically controlled. In fact, the Kappler et al. (2005) model was meant to directly test the idea of a biotic (internal marine) regulation on the depth of the iron chemocline. The latter model provides a mechanism for precipitation of Fe(III) compounds without surface water oxygenation.

Kappler et al. (2005) presented a model for determining the thickness of a layer with photoferrotrophic bacteria required to fully oxidize a hydrothermal source of Fe(II) at a variety of Fe(II)-oxidation rates in a marine system. The model considers eddy-diffusion as the dominant mode of transport for Fe(II), essentially assuming that diapycnal diffusivity was the main transport term. At a conservative, experimentally-based, depth-integrated phototrophic Fe(II)-oxidation rate of $1.4 \times 10^{-5}$ M/day (corresponding to a depth of 100 m), an estimated Fe(II) concentration of 0.5 mM, and the modern global mean eddy-diffusion rate of 0.1 cm$^2$/s, it was estimated that a photoferrotrophic bacterial layer of 17.6 m thick was required to completely oxidize the Fe(II)
input. This result suggests that such bacteria could potentially have oxidised all of the upwelling Fe(II) in the Precambrian oceans.

One potential problem with this approach is that in many settings advection can be the dominant transport process (e.g., upwelling zones). As a simple test to assess the required thickness of a photoferrotrophic bacterial layer to oxidize both upwelling and diffusive Fe(II) inputs, we add upwelling as a mode of Fe(II) transport to the Kappler et al. (2005) model. The thickness required to quantitatively oxidise upwelling iron is calculated similarly to Kappler et al. (2005) using the expression: 

\[ z = \omega \times \Delta C / (d \text{Fe(II)}/dt) \]

where \( \omega \) represents advection or upwelling rate, \( \Delta C \) is the iron concentration gradient from the bottom to the top of the Fe(II)-oxidising bacterial community, and \( d \text{Fe(II)}/dt \) is the rate of photoferrotrophic Fe(II)-oxidation. The calculated thickness is then added with that for eddy-diffusion, using the modern global mean eddy diffusivity of 0.1 cm\(^2\)/sec. Results with a \( \Delta C \) of 0.5 mM and 0.1 mM and upwelling rates of 0.5 m/day and 5 m/day are shown in Figure 3. Modelled advection rates (0.5 and 5 m/day) fall within the average and high of the range of annual averages observed in continental upwelling zones (e.g., Canfield, 2006).

Not surprisingly the thickness of the photosynthetic Fe(II)-oxidising bacterial layer increases when advection is considered as opposed to solely eddy-diffusion transport. The thickness of the photoferrotrophic bacterial layer is quite sensitive to upwelling rates, especially at low rates of Fe(II) oxidation. At the conservatively estimated Fe(II)-oxidation rate of \( 1.4 \times 10^{-5} \) M/day and an Fe(II) concentration of 0.1 mM, a 34 m or >100 m thick layer of Fe(II)-oxidising bacteria is required to fully oxidize the Fe(II) input at upwelling rates of 0.5 and 5 m/day, respectively (Figure 3). These estimates are significantly larger than the 17.6 m thickness calculated with eddy-diffusion alone. Furthermore, this result indicates, considering the expected range of upwelling conditions and reasonable rates of photoferrotrophic Fe(II) oxidation, a wide scope in the extent of Fe(II) oxidation in Archean water masses. In fact, given that upwelling is highly variable on a seasonal
time scale (with shifts over an order of magnitude in some settings), a variable extent of oxidation is likely to characterise any Archean setting where upwelling was an important transport vector. However, this does not mean that a layer of photoferrotrophic bacteria could not quantitatively oxidise upwelling iron in a wide range of environments, in contrast to the recent suggestion by Czaja et al. (2012).

Consistent with the idea of partial oxidation prevailing in the water column, highly variable, but generally negative Fe isotope values in sedimentary pyrite from the ca. 2.9-2.3 Ga black shales (0.5‰ to −3.5‰) likely reflect the initial deposition of ferric oxyhydroxides (e.g., as a mineral precursor for iron formation), which preferentially removed isotopically heavy Fe, driving the ocean waters to the negative δ⁵⁶Fe compositions (Rouzel et al., 2005). The iron isotope record is therefore fully consistent with enzymatic oxidation of the dissolved Fe(II) that was brought into the surface waters by eddy-diffusion and upwelling.

2.5 Available reductants and diagenesis of iron formations

If a biological mechanism was important in Fe(II) oxidation in the ancient ocean water column, it could be expected that biomass would have settled to the seafloor along with the Fe(III) minerals (e.g., Konhauser et al., 2005; Li et al., 2011; Posth et al., 2013a,b). Given that the bulk water column was anoxic, perhaps with the exception of local oxygen oasis (e.g., Kasting, 1992), the ferric minerals would have represented a favourable electron acceptor for the oxidation of organic matter (Walker, 1984; Nealson and Myers, 1990) through dissimilatory iron reduction (DIR) by bacteria. Significantly, coupling the reduction of Fe(III) minerals to the oxidation of organic matter not only explains the low content of organic carbon in iron formations (<0.5 wt%; Gole and Klein, 1981), but it also explains negative carbon isotope values associated with the early diagenetic carbonates (Perry et al., 1973; Walker, 1984; Baur et al., 1985) and the general lack of microfossils
preserved in the Fe-rich layers. Moreover, these post-depositional processes would have modified the initial precursor sediment into the mineral assemblages observed today (Figure 4).

Supporting evidence for an ancient Fe(III) reduction pathway comes from the observation that many deeply-branching Archaea (i.e., some of the oldest purported species) are capable of using H₂ to reduce Fe(III) to support chemolithoautotrophic growth (Vargas et al., 1998). They can even use quinone moieties as electron shuttles between solid-phase iron minerals and H₂, thereby alleviating the need for direct contact between the cell and mineral surface (Lovley et al., 2000). Moreover, Fe(III) reduction has been shown to be broadly distributed amongst several known Proteobacteria genera, suggesting that this form of metabolism became widespread over the course of evolution (Barns and Nierzwicki-Bauer, 1997).

There is also tentative mineralogical and isotopic evidence of ancient microbial Fe(III) reduction in Precambrian sedimentary rocks. For instance, the spheroidal forms of siderite found in several iron formations are similar to the siderite grains formed experimentally when ferrihydrite reacted with organic carbon at pressure and temperature conditions commensurate with iron formation diagenesis (Köhler et al., 2013). Likewise, the large magnetite grains found in iron formations can be replicated experimentally through a three-stage sequence, beginning with DIR of an initial ferric iron-rich sediment coupled to the oxidation of dead phytoplankton biomass, followed by magnetite crystal aging, and ultimately pressure-temperature induced abiotic alteration of the biogenic magnetite during metamorphism (Li et al., 2013). Moreover, siderite as far back as 3.8 Ga contains positive δ⁵⁶Fe values that must be linked to a sedimentary flux of ferric oxyhydroxides to the sediment-water interface (Dauphas et al., 2007). Iron isotope systematics, therefore, necessitates that there was an initial ferric iron flux to the sediment pile and that this ferric iron must have been reduced and re-precipitated as siderite. A plausible pathway for this reaction is DIR (e.g., Johnson et al., 2008; however, see also Planavsky et al., 2012a for evidence in
support of a metamorphic origin). Light iron isotope values have also been linked to DIR and the benthic shuttling of iron from reducing shelf sediments to anoxic deep basins (e.g., Severmann et al., 2008); while, as mentioned above, heavier Fe isotope signatures can also be explained by partial Fe(II) oxidation (Rouzel et al., 2005). Importantly, these two models are not mutually exclusive. For instance, it has been proposed recently that while the bulk chemistry of iron formations reflect seawater composition, small-scale heterogeneity may reflect subsequent fractionation during diagenesis and metamorphism (e.g., Frost et al., 2007; Steinhofel et al., 2010; Planavsky et al., 2012a).

Quantifying the significance of microbial Fe(III) reduction in the Precambrian is, however, extremely difficult, considering the post-depositional alteration of the rocks and the lack of modern analogues. Furthermore, although estimates can be made regarding the quantity of reducing equivalents necessary to account for the diagenetic Fe(II) component in Fe-rich layers, those estimates do not offer any insights into the magnitude of Fe(III) generated within the water column and, hence, the efficiency of Fe and C recycling prior to burial. In an attempt to address these uncertainties, Konhauser et al. (2005) modelled the ancient Fe cycle based simply on conservative experimental rates of photosynthetic Fe(II) oxidation in the photic zone. They showed that under ideal growth conditions, as much as 70% of the biologically produced Fe(III) could have been recycled back into the water column via fermentation and organic carbon oxidation coupled to microbial Fe(III) reduction. By comparing the potential size of biomass generated phototrophically with the reducing equivalents required for Fe(III) reduction and magnetite formation, they also hypothesised that another anaerobic metabolic pathway might have been utilised in the surface sediment to oxidise organic carbon. Based on the premise that the deep ocean waters were anoxic, this role could have been fulfilled by a consortium of fermenters and methanogens (Konhauser et al., 2005; Figure 2).
We can gain a better mechanistic understanding of the pathways of organic matter remineralisation and explore the possibility of methane cycling in precursor sediments to iron formations with a simple diagenetic modelling of DIC pore-water profiles and the current iron formation carbonate-carbon isotope record (Figure 5). Archean iron formations have $\delta^{13}C$ values as low as -16‰, typically found in Fe-rich carbonates (Fischer et al., 2009). These low carbon isotope values have traditionally been explained (e.g., Walker, 1984) as resulting from the mixing of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) from seawater and remineralization of organic carbon during DIR [reaction 3], as opposed to further carbon inputs from Fe(III)-induced methane oxidation [reaction 4].

\[
[3] \quad \text{CH}_3\text{COO}^- + 8\text{Fe(OH)}_3 \rightarrow 8\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{HCO}_3^- + 15\text{OH}^- + 5\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

\[
[4] \quad \text{CH}_4 + 8\text{Fe(OH)}_3 \rightarrow 8\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{CO}_2 + 16\text{OH}^- + 6\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

However, the latter possibility has yet to be tested with simple numerical models that take into account the depositional setting of iron formations and realistic Archean seawater chemistry. Previous studies have made mechanistic predictions for iron formation carbonate carbon isotope values based on stoichiometric arguments (e.g., Heimann et al., 2010). In an effort to test the potential for the observed carbon isotope values to result solely from the mixing of DIC from seawater and organic carbon remineralisation, we use a basic mass balance model to explore a range of environmental conditions. For simplicity, the accompanying buffering effects and carbonate precipitation/dissolution linked with a dynamic DIC reservoir were ignored. The $[\text{DIC}]_{\text{total}}$ was calculated using a modified version of the general diagenetic equation presented in Berner (1964); see equation A below. The three terms of this equation describe the processes of ionic diffusion, deposition and compaction, and the input of DIC into the pore-waters from organic matter.
remineralisation, respectively. In this equation, $G_0$ is the concentration of organic carbon at the sediment/water interface; $D$ and $\omega$ are the diffusion coefficient in the whole sediment and the sum of deposition and compaction, respectively; $k$ is the rate of organic carbon re-mineralisation (calculated from $\omega$; Boudreau, 1996); $z$ is depth in the sediment; $C$ is [DIC]; $t$ is time; and $L$ is a stoichiometric coefficient describing the ratio between the amount of Fe(III) moles reduced for every carbon mole oxidised. The model is tuned to have organic mineralisation generally describing anoxic remineralization (Boudreau, 1996).

$$ \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial z^2} - \omega \frac{\partial C}{\partial z} + kL G_0 \exp \left( - \frac{k}{\omega} \frac{z}{\omega} \right) $$

[A]

The general solution for this expression was obtained assuming steady state, $\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = 0$, and the boundary condition $C = C_\infty$, giving the following analytical solution [equation B]:

$$ C(z) = - \frac{\omega^2 L G_0}{D k + \omega^2} \exp \left( - \frac{k}{\omega} \frac{z}{\omega} \right) + C_\infty $$

[B]

A basic assumption of the model is that a constant DIC concentration, $C_0$, is contributed from seawater to the sediment profile and is equal to the DIC concentration of the overlying water column. Such an assumption allows for the use of the boundary condition, $C_0 = [\text{DIC}]_{\text{SW}}$, with equation C providing solution for $C_\infty$. Substituting equation C into equation B, the final solution for [DIC]$_{\text{total}}$ is obtained [equation D].

$$ C_\infty = \frac{\omega^2 L G_0}{D k + \omega^2} + C_0 $$

[C]
Simply taking the difference between $[\text{DIC}]_{\text{total}}$ and $[\text{DIC}]_{\text{SW}}$ to determine $[\text{DIC}]_{\text{OM}}$, the mass balance relationship can be implemented to determine the carbon isotope composition of the DIC pore-water reservoir [equation E]. The model accounts for isotopic inputs of DIC from seawater ($\delta^{13}C_{\text{sw}} = 0\%o$) and the remineralisation of organic matter during microbial Fe(III)-reduction ($\delta^{13}C_{\text{OM}} = -25\%o$), with the isotopic values held constant and only the fluxes of DIC from each source varied with depth. This basic approach is widely used to model modern marine carbon isotope profiles, despite the intrinsic model simplifications:

$$[E] \quad [\text{DIC}]_{\text{Total}} \delta^{13}C_{\text{Total}} = [\text{DIC}]_{\text{OM}} \delta^{13}C_{\text{OM}} + [\text{DIC}]_{\text{SW}} \delta^{13}C_{\text{SW}}$$

With this approach it is straightforward to illustrate the main processes that will control the pore-water DIC carbon isotope values. Importantly, decreasing the sedimentation rate and initial utilisable organic carbon concentrations, and increasing the size of the marine DIC reservoir will result in heavier $\delta^{13}C_{\text{DIC}}$ values. This is relevant for Archean iron formations since there is almost unanimous agreement that (i) the size of the DIC reservoir was significantly larger in the Archean than in the modern ocean, (ii) most iron formation precursor sediments were deposited in offshore environments with limited siliciclastic input and low sedimentation rates, and (iii) there was proportionally more Fe(III) than organic carbon buried with iron formation precursor sediments relative to typical modern continental margin sediments.

The effects of sedimentation rate, concentration of initial reactive organic carbon, and size of the marine DIC reservoir on pore-water profiles are illustrated here by comparing conditions likely to be characteristic of iron formation precursor sediments with those typical of modern continental
margin sediments. In this case, we use a site in the Santa Barbara basin as representative of the continental margin sediment column. This site is noteworthy for its role in the development of early diagenetic modelling (Berner, 1964), but it is also fairly representative of modern marginal settings with high organic carbon loading and high rates of sulfate reduction. With the modern DIC reservoir, along with sedimentation rates and organic carbon loads characteristic of continental margin settings, $\delta^{13}C$ values of pore-water DIC quickly (within upper 20 cm) becomes highly depleted ($\delta^{13}C_{DIC} < -20\%$). However, with sedimentation rates and initial metabolisable organic carbon concentrations an order of magnitude less than those typical of continental margin sediments, and a DIC reservoir an order of magnitude larger than the modern one, the pore-water DIC $\delta^{13}C$ values would stabilise at values heavier than -6‰ (Figure 5). This magnitude of offset relative to modern marginal sediments seems likely for iron formation precursor sediments. In addition, although iron formation sedimentation was likely highly pulsed and variable (Bekker et al., 2010), it is likely that they were characterised by slow net accumulation rates linked to the low siliciclastic flux that allowed for accumulation of pure chemical sediments. Metabolisable organic carbon concentrations in precursor sediments were likely very low. For instance, iron-rich sediments populated by Fe(II)-oxidising bacteria near a hydrothermal system within the suboxic zone at Loihi seamount, which can serve as an analogue for iron formation precursor sediments (Edwards et al., 2011), are characterised by undetectable growth rates in the absence of organic carbon augmentation (Emerson, 2009). Lastly, as mentioned above, it is generally accepted that the DIC reservoir was much larger in the Archean; in this context, an estimated ten-fold greater size compared to that of the modern reservoir seems reasonable (Ridgwell and Zeebe, 2005). Consequently, the iron formation carbonate carbon isotope record is entirely consistent with significant levels of anaerobic carbon cycling in the precursor sediments. In fact, the large spread in iron formation carbonate carbon isotope values and markedly light values are exactly what would
be expected in the presence of Fe(III)-mediated organic carbon and methane oxidation in the upper part of the sediment pile.

**2.6 Iron formations as tracers of seawater redox**

Iron formations are among the most widely used lithologies to investigate the composition of the ancient oceans because their precursor minerals, such as ferric oxyhydroxides, are likely to retain the chemical signature of seawater (e.g., Bau and Dulski, 1996; Jacobsen and Pimental-Klose, 1988; Bjerrum and Canfield, 2002; Bolhar et al., 2004). Moreover, many iron formations contain low concentrations of crustally-sourced elements, such as Al, Ti, Zr, Th, Hf, and Sc, which implies an authigenic origin.

In addition to constraining the secular trend in the magnitude of Eu anomaly in Superior-type iron formation (discussed above), REE studies have focused on water column redox REE behaviour. These studies have drawn from a sound understanding of REE cycling in modern anoxic basins (Figure 6A). In general, oxygenated marine settings display a strong negative Ce anomaly when normalised to shale composite \(\text{Ce}_{(\text{SN})}\), while suboxic and anoxic waters lack significant negative \(\text{Ce}_{(\text{SN})}\) anomalies and can even show positive anomalies (e.g., German and Elderfield, 1990; Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996). Oxidation of Ce(III) to Ce(IV) greatly reduces Ce solubility, resulting in its preferential removal onto Mn(IV)-Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides, organic matter, and clay particles (Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996). In contrast, suboxic and anoxic waters lack significant negative \(\text{Ce}_{(\text{SN})}\) anomalies due to reductive dissolution of settling Mn(IV)-Fe(III)-oxyhydroxide particles (German et al., 1991; Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996). Similarly, light REE depletion develops in oxygenated waters due to preferential removal of light versus heavy REE onto Mn(IV)-Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides and other particle-reactive surfaces. As a result, the ratio of light to heavy
REEs markedly increases across redox boundaries due to reductive dissolution of Mn(IV)-Fe(III)-oxyhydroxides (German et al., 1991; Byrne and Sholkovitz, 1996).

In many Archean and early Paleoproterozoic iron formations there are no Ce anomalies, and thus no deviation from trivalent Ce behaviour (e.g., Fryer, 1976; Bau and Moller, 1993; Bau and Dulski, 1996; Bau et al., 1997; Alexander et al., 2008; Frei et al., 2008), suggesting that the water column from which ferric oxyhydroxides precipitated was anoxic (Bau and Dulski, 1996). In support of this model, a recent survey of 18 different Paleoproterozoic and Archean iron formations did not display significant Ce anomalies until after atmospheric oxygenation at ca. 2.5-2.4 Ga (Planavsky et al., 2010a). There are several reported cases of Ce anomalies in Archean iron formation (e.g., Kato et al., 2006). However, in some of these cases the anomalies can be linked to analytical artefacts or analysis of samples that have experienced supergene alteration (for details see Braun et al., 1990; Valeton et al., 1997; Planavsky et al., 2010a; Bekker et al., 2010). Additional work is needed to verify the existence of extensive Ce oxidation in the Archean. Additionally, it is important to note that Ce anomalies need not develop only within the water column of a basin. For instance, Ce anomalies can develop in groundwater systems (Johanneson et al., 2006).

There also appear to be differences in trivalent REE behaviour in iron formation before and after the permanent rise of atmospheric oxygen. Late Paleoproterozoic iron formation show significant ranges in light-to-heavy REE (Pr/Yb(SN)) ratios, both below and above the shale composite value (Planavsky et al., 2010a). This range of light-to-heavy REE and Y/Ho ratios in late Paleoproterozoic iron formation likely reflects variable fractionation of REE + Y by Mn(IV)-Fe(III)-oxyhydroxide precipitation and dissolution. This interpretation implies deposition of late Paleoproterozoic iron formation at ca. 1.89 Ga in basins with varying redox conditions and a strong redoxcline separating an upper oxic water column from deeper waters that were suboxic to anoxic (Planavsky et al., 2009; Figure 6B). These ranges are also similar to those seen in modern anoxic
basins. In contrast, most Archean and early Paleoproterozoic iron formation deposited before the rise of atmospheric oxygen are characterised by consistent light REE depletion (Planavsky et al., 2010a; Figure 6C). This consistent depletion in light REE suggests the lack of a discrete redoxcline and points toward O₂-independent Fe(II) oxidation mechanisms.

3. Neoarchean-Paleoproterozoic Iron Formations

The Neoarchaean to middle Palaeoproterozoic (~2.8-1.9 Ga) marks one of the most important periods in Earth’s history, with a number of major interlinked environmental and biological evolutionary events. These include, amongst others, the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis and the development of an oxic layer in the oceans (see previous discussion) and ultimately the oxygenation of the atmosphere – the GOE (Bekker et al., 2004, Konhauser et al., 2011). The GOE represents a transition from the atmosphere that was essentially devoid of free oxygen (O₂ << 10⁻⁵ present atmospheric levels, PAL) to one with O₂ concentrations >10⁻⁵ PAL (Pavlov and Kasting, 2002). In the rock record this event is manifested by a number of changes (see Farquhar et al., 2011, for review), including (1) loss of easily oxidisable detrital uraninite, pyrite, and siderite in fluvial siliciclastic sediments around 2.4 Ga (e.g., Rasmussen and Buick, 1999; England et al., 2002; Hofmann et al., 2009); (2) loss of iron in ancient soil horizons (paleosols) older than around 2.4 Ga because of the greater solubility under reducing conditions (e.g., Rye and Holland, 1998); (3) the appearance of red beds after ca. 2.3 Ga (e.g., Roscoe, 1969; Chandler, 1980; Melezhik et al., 2005); (4) the presence of significant mass-independent fractionation of sulfur isotopes (S-MIF) in sulfide and sulfate minerals in sedimentary rocks deposited prior to 2.4 Ga, but not after 2.3 Ga (Farquhar et al., 2000; Bekker et al., 2004; Papineau et al., 2007; Partridge et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2009; Williford et al., 2011); and the increase in Cr and U contents in BIF at 2.45 Ga that records the onset of oxidative continental weathering (Konhauser et al., 2011; Partin et al., 2014).
3.1 Iron formations deposited before the GOE

Iron Formations deposited between 2.60 and 2.45 Ga are the most laterally extensive and economically valuable of any time in Earth’s history. The ca. 2.60 Ga Marra Mamba Formation of the Hamersley Province in Western Australia is one of the thickest sediment-hosted BIF in the geologic record. It was deposited in a deep-water basinal setting adjacent to a passive margin during the sea-level highstand of the Marra Mamba Supersequence and has an average thickness of about 210 m (Trendall and Blockley, 1970; Krapež et al., 2003). The BIF carries a pronounced positive Eu anomaly (Alibert and McCulloch, 1993), suggesting a strong hydrothermal imprint on REE systematics of the global ocean during its deposition.

Only one, yet economically-insignificant, iron formation (Bruno’s Band) occurs in the Hamersley Province stratigraphically between the ca. 2.60 Ga Marra Mamba Formation and the overlying 2.50-2.45 Ga iron formations (Krapež et al., 2003); none occur between 2.60 and 2.50 Ga in the Transvaal Province in South Africa (Beukes and Gutzmer, 2008). This younger episode in iron deposition corresponds closely with volcanism during a 2.50-2.45 Ga series of mantle plume breakout events of global extent (e.g., Heaman, 1997) and is immediately preceded by the final stage in the supercontinent assembly well-dated on the Gawler craton (Southern Australia), North China craton, East Antarctica, and in the Central Indian Tectonic Zone of India (Barley et al., 2005). Deposition of these iron formations occurred on a reactivated continental margin (Krapež et al., 2003) during a rise in sea level. In addition to these Australian deposits, those in the Quadrilátero Ferrífero region in Brazil, Middleback Ridge (Gawler craton) in South Australia, Krivoy Rog area in Ukraine, and Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA) region in Russia are broadly similar in age based on available geochronological and chemostratigraphical constraints, as well as on similar pattern of macrobanding (Prilutzky et al., 1992; Kulik and Korzhnev, 1997; Bekker et al., 2003; Spier et al.,
2007; Szpunar et al., 2011). These iron formations were also deposited on reactivated continental margins and are separated by a prominent unconformity from overlying Paleoproterozoic sequences. The unconformities correspond to a long gap in sedimentation following the supercontinent assembly at ca. 2.40 Ga. Assuming that these iron formation are similar in age, more than 60% of the known iron resources were deposited during the time interval 2.60-2.40 Ga (Isley and Abbott, 1999).

3.2 Minor iron formation deposition after the GOE and before ca. 1.88 Ga

Giant iron formations were not deposited between ca. 2.40 and 1.88 Ga. Nonetheless, sediment-hosted and volcanic-hosted deposits are known from this time period. Shortly after the rise of atmospheric oxygen at ca. 2.40 Ga, oolitic hematitic ironstones of the lower Timeball Hill Formation in South Africa were deposited in shallow-water, above fair-weather wave base (Schweigart, 1965; Dorland, 1999). Few geochemical data are available for this unit, partly because it contains significant amounts of siliciclastic material. Its deposition at ca. 2.32 Ga (Hannah et al., 2004) may coincide with a magmatic event at that time (e.g., Eriksson et al., 1994a, b; Fetter et al., 2000; Berman et al., 2005; Hartlaub et al., 2007). However, the significance of this magmatic event is poorly known. Correlative iron formations are not documented on other continents.

The Hotazel Formation in South Africa is commonly thought to have been deposited around 2.22 Ga. However, the depositional age has also been estimated to be around 2.40 Ga based on a carbonate Pb-Pb age (Bau, 1999). The Hotazel Formation contains BIF interlayered with manganese-rich sedimentary rocks; this is the largest known manganese deposit in the world (Tsikos et al., 2003). The iron and manganese formation lies above, and may be genetically related to, the submarine-emplaced Ongeluk Lavas. The iron- and manganese-rich interval of the Hotazel Formation consists of three upward-shallowing sequences deposited in a continental shelf
environment (Schneiderhan et al., 2006). Significantly, the deposits lack positive Eu anomalies but have pronounced negative Ce anomalies, suggesting an oxygenated state for the coeval deep ocean (Tsikos and Moore, 1997). Absence of a significant Eu anomaly is also important because it indicates that the global ocean was not dominated by a hydrothermal high-temperature flux at that time and that Fe and Mn were probably derived locally, within the basin, by relatively shallow-water alteration of the underlying thick (~1 km) sequence of volcanic rocks. If the Hotazel Formation was deposited at 2.22 Ga, it coincides with the largest positive carbon isotope excursion in Earth’s history, the Lomagundi Event, which appears to be related to high relative burial rates of organic carbon and associated oxygen release to the atmosphere (e.g., Schidlowski et al., 1976; Karhu and Holland, 1996; Bekker et al., 2001). This REE pattern may, therefore, indicate that significant parts of the oceans were already oxygenated by that time and that Fe(II) and Mn(II) were soluble only in isolated to semi-isolated basins overwhelmed by a hydrothermal flux of reduced solutes.

Hematitic oolites and hematite-rich sandstones continued to be deposited in shallow-marine environments during the ca. 2.25 to 2.10 Ga Lomagundi carbon isotope excursion in South Africa (e.g., Silverton Formation; Schweigart, 1965) and on the Kola Peninsula in Russia (Kuetsjärvi Sedimentary Formation; Akhmedov, 1972a). The BIF deposited during the Lomagundi excursion include those within the Ijil Group, Mauritania (Bronner and Chauvel, 1979) and the Lomagundi Group, Zimbabwe (Master, 1991). The former belongs to the 2.20-2.10 Ga Birimian basin in West Africa, which also contains iron and manganese formations in the Francevillian basin, Gabon (Leclerc and Weber, 1980) and in the Nigerian schist belts (Mücke, 2005). The latter developed within the ca. 2.2-2.1 Ga Magondi belt (Master, 1991; Master et al., 2010). Volcanic-hosted iron formations deposited during the Lomagundi carbon isotope excursion are known in Brazil (e.g., Aimbé Formation, Guarinos Group; Resende and Jost, 1995; and Itapicuru Complex of the Rio
Itapicuru greenstone belt; Dalton de Souza et al., 2003) and Norway (Iddjajav’ri Group, Karasjok greenstone belt; Often, 1985).

Iron formations deposited between 2.40 and 2.10 Ga are distinctly different in scale and in most cases depositional setting compared to those of the Archean. It seems that either the deep-ocean redox state was too oxidised, relative to the strength of hydrothermal input, to form giant sedimentary iron deposits during this time interval or that marine sulfate levels were high enough that the sulfide produced during bacterial sulfate reduction exceeded the hydrothermal Fe(II) supply – in this case iron sulfides would precipitate instead of iron oxides (see Kump and Seyfried, 2005 for more discussion). Several independent lines of evidence point toward high (mM) sulfate levels during the Lomagundi Event (Schroeder et al., 2008; Planavsky et al., 2012b), consistent with the idea that growth of the marine sulfate reservoir challenged the hydrothermal iron flux, which ultimately exerted a first-order control on the distribution and abundance of iron formation.

Following the end of the Lomagundi carbon isotope excursion at ca. 2.10 Ga, small, volcanic-hosted iron formation were deposited in several basins in North America (e.g., Homestake Iron Formation, Black Hills, South Dakota; Frei et al., 2008) and Finland (Paakola, 1971; Laajoki and Saikkonen, 1977). Oolitic hematitic ironstone is also present in the Kolasjoki Formation, Kola Peninsula, Russia (Akhmedov, 1972b). Combined, these data tentatively suggest that dynamic ocean redox conditions were established in the aftermath of the GOE, with periodic upwelling of iron into shallow-water settings above storm and fair-weather wave base. However, it is also possible that these small, locally-developed iron formations are linked to a local, continental iron source (e.g., Fe-rich groundwater) rather than upwelling of ferruginous waters. This alternative has not been tested so far and requires further consideration.

An exciting, and perhaps unexpected, finding to come out of some recent studies on temporal trends in IF (and black shale) trace metal content is that the Earth’s redox fabric may have been
much more complicated than previously thought. Partin et al. (2013, 2014) recently showed that directly following a dramatic increase in the oceanic uranium reservoir during the GOE, the U reservoir decreased significantly after 2.10 Ga, resulting in an U content in IF and shales that was only marginally higher than pre-GOE levels. Given that the oxygen content of the atmosphere directly controls U supply via oxidative weathering, the decrease could be due to a subsequent drop in the level of atmospheric oxygen following the Lomagundi event. It certainly seems plausible that the net organic carbon burial associated with oxygen production during the Lomagundi event later became an oxygen sink as the organic matter became oxidised, driving oxygen to low levels that may have persisted for some hundreds of million years thereafter (Bekker and Holland, 2012; Canfield et al., 2013).

3.3 The ca. 1.88 Ga resurgence in iron formations

Extensive and large iron formations reappear after an approximately 500 million year gap, at about 1.88 Ga. These successions contain an abundance of GIF, relative to Archean and early Paleoproterozoic BIF. The most extensive 1.88 Ga GIF occur in North America along the southern, and eastern margins of the Superior craton (Animikie and Mistassini basins and Labrador Trough; Simonson, 2003) and in Western Australia (Nabberu basin; Rasmussen et al., 2012). These GIF are coeval with emplacement of a ca. 1.88 Ga ultramafic to mafic LIP (Heaman et al., 1986, 2009; Hulbert et al., 2005) that is potentially related to a mantle plume breakout event during the early stage in assembly of Laurentia (Hamilton et al., 2009; for an opposing view, see Heaman et al., 2009). Recognised now to be correlative based on high-precision geochronology (Findlay et al., 1995; Machado et al., 1997; Fralick et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 2002; Stott et al., 2010), the North American GIF extend discontinuously at the surface for more than 3000 km along the southern and eastern margins of the Superior craton, from Thunder Bay, Ontario, through Minnesota, Wisconsin,
and Michigan, to Quebec (Mistassini basin) and the Labrador Trough. Correlative and texturally similar GIF are also recognised in the northern part of the Superior craton in the Hudson Bay region (Richmond Bay and Belchers islands) and in the Sutton Inliers, and are considered to have been deposited in extensional basins with coeval submarine basaltic volcanism (Fralick et al., 2002; Schulz and Cannon, 2007; Ricketts et al., 1982). These workers have proposed a back-arc setting, whereas others have advocated a foreland basin setting (Hoffman, 1987; Ojakangas et al., 2001; Schneider et al., 2002).

An intriguing question is whether deposition of these GIF represents local, basin-scale conditions or the composition and redox state of the global ocean. This is a critical issue because the occurrence and ages of these rocks have been used by some workers to infer deep-water anoxic conditions in the coeval global ocean (e.g., Poulton et al., 2004; Slack and Cannon, 2009); however, if deposition of these GIF reflects restricted, basin-scale conditions, our understanding of the ocean redox state might be incorrect. Present palaeogeographic reconstructions are insufficient to answer this question; however, tidal signatures have been observed in GIF and interbedded sedimentary rocks in Minnesota and the Hudson Bay region (Ojakangas, 1983; Chandler, 1984), which is consistent with at least periodically open-marine conditions during iron formation deposition, albeit very shallow. Two independent approaches can be used to address this issue. First, do sedimentary successions of similar age on the margins of other cratons provide evidence for high concentrations of iron in seawater? Second, do iron-oxide exhalites exist in coeval, deep-water, VMS deposits?

The ca. 1.88 Ga Frere Iron Formation, deposited along the northern margin of the Yilgarn craton of Western Australia (Goode et al., 1983; Rasmussen et al., 2012), and GIF of the Gibraltar Formation in the Kahochella Group, which developed along the southeastern margin of the Slave craton, are of equivalent age to the Lake Superior GIF. Notably, a ~20-m-thick magnetite-hematite oolitic iron formation is present in the middle member of the Watterson Formation (Hurwitz Group)
on the Hearne craton (Miller and Reading, 1993). The age of this oolitic unit is not well constrained, but ages of detrital zircons in the Hurwitz Group suggest that it is younger than 1.9 Ga (Davis et al., 2005). In addition, presence of iron formation in the ca. 1.88 Ga Rochford Formation developed on the eastern margin of the Wyoming craton supports synchronous deposition of iron formation on several cratons, even though this deposit is poorly dated and not granular (e.g., Frei et al., 2008).

Deposition of iron formation on the Superior craton is coincident with a peak in tonnage for VMS deposits, some of which were positioned in arcs adjacent to the craton. VMS deposits of this age are known in the hinterland to the south of the Animikie basin (Schulz and Cannon, 2007), in the Labrador Trough (Barrett et al., 1988), and in the Trans-Hudson Orogen (Syme and Bailes, 1993). Recent geochronological studies of the host metavolcanic rocks to VMS deposits in the Pembine-Wausau terrane of northern Wisconsin indicate that these deposits formed at ca. 1.875 Ga, contemporaneously with GIF of the Animikie basin (Schulz and Cannon, 2008). These data also suggest that the hydrothermal systems were likely the source of iron, consistent with earlier models (e.g., Isley, 1995). Iron-oxide exhalites are conspicuously absent at or near these deep-water VMS deposits that presumably formed under open-marine conditions. This observation is unlikely to reflect preservational bias, since slightly younger 1.84, 1.79, and 1.78 Ga Cu-rich VMS deposits that similarly formed in arc settings contain abundant hematite and magnetite exhalites, jasper, and iron formation (Slack et al., 2007; Slack and Cannon, 2009). This association points to an anoxic and ferruginous composition of deep waters in open-marine settings at ca. 1.93-1.88 Ga. Furthermore, assuming that the iron was hydrothermally derived, there must have been a crash, potentially to Archean levels, of the marine sulfate reservoir, which would have fostered iron-rich rather than sulfide-rich hydrothermal fluids (Kump and Seyfried, 2005). Again, this conclusion is based on the idea that the redox state and chemical composition of seawater-derived hydrothermal
fluids are strongly influenced by the concentration of the main oxidant in seawater—sulfate (Kump and Seyfreid, 2005).

The Animikie basin contains another stratigraphic level with regionally extensive iron formation. This level is stratigraphically above the 1.85 Ga Sudbury impact ejecta layer and is older than the ca. 1.83 Ga regional metamorphic event related to the Penokean Orogeny (Cannon et al., 2010). These BIF are mineralogically and texturally different from the ca. 1.88 Ga GIF and were likely deposited in deeper-waters, below fair-weather wave base and, probably, even below storm wave base. They are developed in the: (1) Marquette Iron Range, Michigan (~60-m-thick Bijiki Iron-Formation Member of the Michigamme Slate containing siderite, chert, iron oxides, and silicates; Ojakangas, 1994, Ojakangas et al., 2001; Cannon et al., 2010); (2) Iron River-Crystal Falls Iron Ranges in Michigan (~15-m-thick chert-siderite slate of the Stambaugh Formation; James et al., 1968); and (3) Gogebic Iron Range, Wisconsin (~47-m-thick iron formation of the Tyler Formation consisting of chert and siderite; Schmidt, 1980; Cannon et al., 2008). Deposition of these BIF might be genetically linked with submarine mafic volcanism in the Animikie basin based on spatial association with, for example, the Badwater Greenstone, but this relationship has not been documented in detail. The BIF are commonly interbedded with, or overlain by, black sulfidic shales, which likely record the development of euxinic conditions in parts of the Animikie basin (e.g., Poulton et al., 2004; Poulton et al., 2010). Despite poor exposure, these iron deposits are easily traceable by magnetic anomalies. These units indicate that the conditions necessary for iron formation deposition in marine settings were re-established in the Animikie basin after 1.85 Ga, in association with mafic volcanism. Evidence for a shallow redoxcline in this case, however, is absent. Furthermore, the duration of these conditions was likely short, and the extent of iron formation deposition was probably limited.
3.4 Proterozoic age gap in Superior-type IF deposition

It is generally assumed that after ca. 1.85 Ga, Superior-type iron formation were not deposited for approximately 1.1 billion years (Isley and Abbott, 1999; Huston and Logan, 2004; Klein, 2005; Slack and Cannon, 2009). This gap is explained by a shift to fully oxic (Holland, 1984), sulfidic (Canfield, 1998), or suboxic (Slack et al., 2007; 2009) deep-ocean conditions. The earlier suggestion of oxic deep-ocean conditions after ca. 1.88 Ga (Holland, 1984) was challenged by the more recent interpretation that deep-ocean conditions were predominantly euxinic (anoxic and sulfidic) until ocean ventilation during the late Neoproterozoic or earliest Phanerozoic (e.g., Canfield, 1998; Poulton et al., 2004). This interpretation is grounded in a simple modelling approach that suggests full ocean ventilation would be difficult given most current estimates for atmospheric oxygen levels in the Middle Proterozoic.

Although there are a few instances of locally developed mid-Proterozoic euxinia (e.g., Shen et al., 2003; Brocks et al., 2005; Lyons et al., 2009), the idea of global-scale deep euxinia has recently also fallen out of favour. All available data that constrain the marine landscape in the mid-Proterozoic ocean are consistent with only locally-developed euxinic conditions along productive continental margins (e.g., in oxygen minimum zones) or in intracratonic basins (Scott et al., 2008; Poulton et al., 2010; Planavsky et al., 2011; Lyons et al., 2012; Reinhard et al., 2013). The emerging consensus is that the redox state of the deep ocean was spatially and temporally variable during the mid-Proterozoic but was generally at a low oxidation state (e.g., Planavsky et al., 2011). Poulton et al. (2010) argued that euxinic shales deposited on continental margins in oxygen-minimum zones and in intracratonic basins could have been a major sink for the hydrothermal iron flux to the mid-Proterozoic oceans and were thus responsible for the absence or scarcity of mid-Proterozoic IF. At present, this suggestion has not been quantitatively evaluated, but it predicts very high Fe content in euxinic shales during this time interval. Data in Kump and Holland (1992) do show that the average
Proterozoic shale has more Fe than the average Phanerozoic shale but less than the average Archean shale.

Large sedimentary iron deposits during this time gap (1.85-0.75 Ga) are indeed absent, but several small iron formation and iron-rich lithologies in sedimentary rock-dominated successions are known (see Bekker et al., 2010). Examples within this age group include the ca. 1.7 Ga Freedom Formation of the Lower Baraboo Series, Wisconsin, which contains banded ferruginous chert in the lower part interlayered with sideritic and kaolinitic slate, collectively ranging from 60 to 160 m thick (Weidman, 1904; Leith, 1935; Van Wyck and Norman, 2004). The broadly correlative metasedimentary succession of the Tomiko terrane in Ontario contains magnetite-chert iron formation (Easton, 2005). Additionally, the Chuanlinggou iron formation of the North China craton, a classic GIF deposit, also appears to be latest Paleoproterozoic in age (ca. 1.7 Ga; Wan et al., 2003; Dai et al., 2004). The Sherwin Formation of the Mt. Isa Superbasin, Australia also hosts classic GIF, which was deposited around 1.4 Ga (Bekker et al., 2010). A relatively large-scale mining operation based on this unit began in 2011. The iron formation in the ca. 0.8 Ga Aok Formation of the Shaler Group, Victoria Island, Northern Canada (Bekker et al., 2010), although thin stratigraphically, is mineralogically and texturally more similar to some Archean iron formations than to any Phanerozoic iron-rich unit.

Even though iron formation deposited during this time interval are spatially limited, relative to massive Neoarchean deposits, their existence may be significant. For example, these deposits may provide evidence for rare upwelling of hydrothermal iron from deep-water oceanic settings from ca. 1.85 to 0.8 Ga. That said, these units are still poorly studied, and we cannot rule out alternative depositional models (e.g., iron-rich groundwater, local shallow-water hydrothermal iron sources, and iron recycled from sediments deposited in inner-shelf mud belts). Between 1.85 and 0.8 Ga, open-marine, deep-water environments may, in some cases, have been sufficiently oxygenated to
oxidise and precipitate Fe(II) from hydrothermal plumes as ferric oxyhydroxides (e.g., Slack et al., 2007), while evidence for Mn(II) oxidation in the deep ocean are lacking. Although this record of the iron cycle does not provide strong quantitative constraints on the deep-ocean redox state, it questions models invoking either persistently oxic or fully sulfdic conditions throughout the deep ocean in the mid-Proterozoic. Again, in terms of time and space, a low but variable redox state in the deep ocean is most consistent with the mid-Proterozoic iron deposit record. Considering the absence of evidence for Mn(II) oxidation in the deep ocean during this time interval, and to differentiate it from the Archean deep ocean redox record, perhaps we should refer to the Middle Proterozoic ocean as a “manganiferous ocean”.

4. Iron Formations, Primary Productivity, and Atmospheric Oxygenation

Although there is still debate about the dynamics of initial atmospheric oxygenation, herein we present a coherent model for the rise of atmospheric O$_2$. Underpinning this transition was the evolution of cyanobacteria and the oxygen they generated. As discussed above, several lines of evidence tentatively point to their evolution by at least 2.7 Ga (see above; Buick, 2008).

If cyanobacteria evolved by 2.7 Ga or before, the obvious question is why did it take several hundred million years for oxygen to accumulate in the atmosphere? To maintain low atmospheric oxygen levels despite O$_2$ production in the oceans requires that oxygen sinks must have been much larger than they are now (including solutes in seawater, volcanic gases, or crust), or the oxygen flux was greatly reduced (due to limited cyanobacterial productivity), or both (Figure 7). It is important to remember that most organic matter produced in the upper water column will be remineralised in the water column, even if there is a surge in productivity associated with the evolution of cyanobacteria. And, this relationship will likely hold even if marine sulfate levels were very low (e.g., 100 µM). Therefore, oxygen flux calculations on local or global scales need to consider the
very large offset between export and primary production. That being said, there should be an oxygen flux to the atmosphere in the Archean in the presence of cyanobacterial production, and exactly how oxygen levels were buffered at very low levels remains an unresolved question. In this regard, there are several possibilities.

First, based on the low P/Fe ratios in Archean and Paleoproterozoic IF, it was proposed that seawater at that time contained limited marine phosphorous. This, in turn, would have reduced levels of photosynthesis and carbon burial, thereby inhibiting long-term oxygen production on the early Earth (Bjerrum and Canfield, 2002). This model is based on derived partitioning coefficients (K_D) for P to ferric oxyhydroxides associated with modern hydrothermal plumes. However, because the K_D value for P sorption to ferric oxyhydroxides varies inversely with dissolved silica concentrations owing to competitive sorption of aqueous silica (Konhauser et al., 2007a), it was subsequently shown that when the evolution of the marine Si cycle is also considered, Archean phosphate concentrations would not have been limiting to cyanobacterial productivity (Konhauser et al., 2007a; Planavsky et al., 2010b). For instance, P/Fe ratios of early Phanerozoic hydrothermal jasper are similar to those of Archean IF. Indeed, phosphate concentrations may have even been elevated in the Archean, considering the evolution of marine P burial fluxes (Planavsky et al., 2010b), suggesting that if cyanobacteria were nutrient-limited, it was likely more due to a trace nutrient.

Second, reduced solutes in the oceans could have served as a buffer to the increasing amounts of O_2 produced. For instance, the oceans were rich in dissolved ferrous iron, as testified by the presence of iron formations deposited between 2.7-2.4 Ga. However, it is unclear if iron buffering alone could balance a moderate oxygen flux. It is important to note that for 1 mole of O_2 reacting with ferrous iron in solution, 4 moles of Fe^{2+} are consumed [see reactions 5-6], and thus, it is widely held that Fe(II) alone could not have been the main O_2 sink (e.g., Towe, 1994).
[5] \[ \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CO}_2 \rightarrow \text{CH}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \]

[6] \[ 4\text{Fe}^{2+} + \text{O}_2 + 10\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 4\text{Fe(OH)}_3 + 8\text{H}^+ \]

Others have proposed that the additional buffering capacity was provided by reduced volcanic and metamorphic gases (e.g., Kump et al., 2001); however, for these sinks to be larger in the Archean than the Proterozoic, volcanic and metamorphic gases must have been more reducing unless the \( \text{O}_2 \) production flux was smaller. Kump and Barley (2007) proposed that in the Archean volcanism was predominantly restricted to submarine settings and that volatiles released during submarine volcanism were more reducing than in subaerial settings (as they are today) because they contain more \( \text{H}_2 \), \( \text{CO} \), \( \text{CH}_4 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \). Following the Archean–Proterozoic transition, subaerial volcanism appears to have become more pervasive as a result of continental stabilisation. A shift from predominantly submarine to subaerial volcanism, releasing more oxidising volatiles such as \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), \( \text{CO}_2 \), and \( \text{SO}_2 \), would have reduced the overall sink for oxygen and led to the rise of atmospheric oxygen. Along similar lines, Gaillard et al. (2011) proposed that a decrease in the average pressure of volcanic degassing changed the oxidation state of sulfur in volcanic gases from predominantly \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) to \( \text{SO}_2 \).

A recent twist on this story comes from the analysis of nickel concentrations (expressed as molar \( \text{Ni}/\text{Fe} \) ratios) in iron formation through time, which shows a dramatic drop in Ni availability in the oceans around 2.7-2.6 Ga (Pecoits et al., 2009; Konhauser et al., 2009). The drop in seawater Ni content after 2.7 Ga is consistent with a progressively cooling Archean mantle, whereby the volume of ultramafic melts produced by partial mantle melting and eruption of Ni-bearing ultramafic volcanic rocks (known as komatiites) decreased, and, subsequently, less Ni was dissolved into seawater. This drop in Ni availability could have had profound consequences for
microorganisms that depended on it, specifically methane-producing bacteria or methanogens (Konhauser et al., 2009). These bacteria have a unique Ni requirement for their methane-producing enzymes, and a limitation in this metal could have decreased their population in seawater. Compounding their plight, increased supply of sulfate to the oceans after about 2.5 Ga (e.g., Cameron, 1983) would have fostered competition between the starving methanogens and the increasingly abundant sulfate-reducing bacteria, the latter having a competitive edge in terms of substrate utilisation (Zahnle et al., 2006). The net result would have been the marginalisation of methanogens from the water column to anoxic and sulfate-poor sediments, where we find them today. It is thus possible that a Ni famine eventually led to a cascade of events that began with reduced methane production, the expansion of cyanobacteria into deep-water settings previously occupied by methanogens, and ultimately increased oxygenic photosynthesis that tipped the atmospheric redox balance in favour of oxygen, leading to the GOE around 2.45 Ga (Konhauser et al., 2011). At the heart of this model is the simple idea that a decreased flux of methane would lead to greater oxygen concentrations in the atmosphere even if the marine O2 flux to the atmosphere remained constant.

Is there any other evidence in the rock record to support a change in biological dynamics between methanogens and cyanobacteria? The answer may come from sections of Neoarchean shallow and deep-water sediments from the Hamersley Province that record 150 million years of Archean history. As discussed above, Eigenbrode and Freeman (2006) observed a $^{12}$C enrichment in the organic carbon fraction that most likely represents microbial habitats influenced by the assimilation of methane, i.e., methanotrophy. Interestingly, however, there is a $^{13}$C enrichment of 10‰ in kerogen in the post-2.7 Ga shallow-water facies relative to the deep-water settings, suggesting that the shallow waters became oxygenated (or oxidant-rich) as presumably cyanobacteria expanded their metabolic influence. At the same time, the deep waters still remained
a viable environment for the methanogens and methanotrophs. As populations of sulfate-reducing bacteria in the oceans increased, due to the rise of atmospheric oxygen and concomitantly higher seawater sulfate concentrations, they would have continued to marginalise the methanogens and, indirectly, methanotrophs to even greater depths in the oceans, limiting their distribution to bottom sediments. Restricting methane production largely to the sediment pile would greatly increase the chances of anaerobic methane oxidation by solid-phase ferric iron, further reducing the methane flux to the atmosphere.

By 2.5 Ga, we see evidence for oxygen accumulation in the atmosphere from the Mt. McRae Shale of Western Australia, recording the transiently oxidised conditions now widely known as the ‘whiff’ of oxygen (Anbar et al., 2007). The whiff is recorded by a spike in Mo and Re concentrations, nitrogen isotope compositions, and iron speciation data, indicating euxinic water column conditions (Anbar et al., 2007; Reinhard et al., 2009; Garvin et al., 2009). These shales lie near the middle of the 2.5 km thick Hamersley Group (dated between 2.63 and 2.45 Ga), and they directly underlie (in ascending order) the Brockman Iron Formation, Weeli Wolli Formation, Woongarra Volcanics, and the Boolgeeda Iron Formation. Scott et al. (2011) have subsequently shown that euxinic conditions could develop under an Archean anoxic atmosphere, and alternatives to the ‘whiff’ model have been proposed. For example, nitrogen isotope and redox-sensitive element signals may not require oxygen in the atmosphere, and redox cycling without oxygen and hydrothermal sources of metals to locally euxinic settings might explain these data (Bekker et al., 2009; Farquhar et al., 2011). Work remains in studies of the ‘whiff’ and for unravelling the overall pattern of atmospheric oxygenation, and there is even disagreement among the authors of this chapter.

A recent compilation of the Cr content in iron formations has contributed to our understanding of the GOE. For instance, a moderate enrichment in Cr (as expressed by its molar
Cr/Ti ratio) beginning at 2.45 Ga in the Weeli Wolli Formation, as well as the Cauê Iron Formation in Brazil, was followed by a spike in Cr enrichment in oolitic and pisolitic ironstone associated with the ca. 2.32 Ga Timeball Hill Formation (Konhauser et al., 2011). Cr enrichment in the face of muted Cr isotope fractionation at this time (Frei et al., 2009) points to a supply mechanism that involved predominately the reduced Cr(III) form (Konhauser et al., 2011). Given the insolubility of Cr(III) minerals, its mobilisation and incorporation into iron formation indicates enhanced chemical weathering at that time, most likely associated with the emergence of aerobic continental pyrite oxidation. Pyrite oxidation generates significant acidity; see reaction 7:

\[
\text{FeS}_2 + 14\text{Fe}^{3+} + 8\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow 15\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{SO}_4^{2-} + 16\text{H}^+
\]

That acid attack would have enhanced in-situ dissolution of parent ultramafic/mafic material or Cr-bearing soil minerals that previously retained Cr under anoxic, but pH-neutral conditions, leading to increased continental Cr(III) supply to the oceans. Accordingly, it has been suggested that the Cr enrichment beginning ca. 2.45 Ga reflects Earth’s first acid continental rock drainage, where acidity was generated with rising O\(_2\) at unprecedented scales via the oxidation of a previously untapped terrestrial pyrite reservoir. This process continued until the easily oxidisable pyrite in the weatherable crust was diminished (Konhauser et al., 2011).

Interestingly, not all iron formation in this time window show elevated Cr enrichments (e.g., the Dales Gorge and Joffre members of the Brockman Iron Formation). Considering the low solubility of Cr(III) at marine pH, rapid reduction of Cr(VI) by aqueous Fe(II), and near instantaneous co-precipitation of Cr(III) with ferric oxyhydroxide (e.g., Fendorf, 1995), Cr dispersal would be limited upon delivery to the oceans. In this regard, proximity of the depositional site to shore played a strong role in determining which iron formation would record a continental Cr input.
Indeed, iron formation with some of the highest Cr values, such as the Cauê and Timeball Hill formations, show evidence of sediment re-working and grade into GIF, indicative of shallow-water deposition (Spier et al., 2007; Eriksson, 1973). The oolitic and pisolitic Timeball Hill Formation records the highest degree of Cr enrichment in Paleoproterozoic iron formation, which is not surprising considering its shallow-water depositional environment (pro-deltaic to offshore).

Importantly, once extensive oxidative continental weathering was initiated, it would have provided increased delivery of trace elements and sulfate to the oceans, including Mo, which would have allowed nitrogen fixers in the oceans to activate their efficient Mo-nitrogenase enzymes. With more Mo available, nitrogen fixation would have flourished, leading to increased primary productivity by photosynthetic cyanobacteria. In turn, higher net oxygen production would have further increased the terrestrial flux of dissolved Mo to the oceans. These feedback conditions would have served to alleviate the effects of nitrogen limitation and promote irreversible atmospheric oxidation (Anbar and Knoll, 2002). Turning on pyrite oxidation would have also increased the terrestrial P flux to the oceans, given the pH dependence of apatite dissolution and P solubility (Bekker and Holland, 2012).

Consistent with the above-discussed model, the oldest positive carbon isotope excursion is found in carbonates of the ca. 2.45 Ga Tongwane Formation, South Africa, which sits conformably above iron formation (Bekker et al., 2001). This small positive carbon isotope excursion is followed immediately by the onset of widespread glaciations likely related to the oxidation of atmospheric methane, an important greenhouse gas during the Archean (Bekker and Kaufman, 2007).

Intriguingly, the ability of cyanobacteria in the ocean’s photic zones to remotely “mail-order” their own nutrient supply via O₂-enhanced chemical weathering may represent an unrecognised positive biological feedback (Konhauser et al., 2011). Moreover, unlike carbonic-acid driven weathering, the increased delivery of phosphorous from sulfuric acid dissolution of apatite would be
unaccompanied by increased alkalinity through bicarbonate ions. This decoupling of nutrient and bicarbonate fluxes would drive a proportional increase in organic carbon burial, a necessary condition for the generation of positive carbon isotope excursion (e.g., Aharon, 2005). The ca. 2.22-2.10 Ga Lomagundi carbon isotope excursion thus may, together with the Cr enrichment in early Paleoproterozoic iron formations, be a manifestation of acid-driven dissolution and the first sedimentary cycle of oxidative weathering (Holland, 2002; Bekker and Holland, 2012).

5. Concluding remarks
Iron formations are a defining part of the Neoarchean-Paleoproterozoic sedimentary record. These deposits have been studied extensively, given their importance as ore deposits, for the past 100 years. However, in the past decade alone there have been major advances in our understanding of their formation. Some of these advances have come from revisiting the role that microbial metabolic reactions likely played in their deposition and diagenesis, in phase with equally rapid progress in our understanding of microbial iron cycling more generally. Also as expected, other advances have come from application of novel isotope systems (e.g., Fe, Cr, U, Mo isotopes). With these new findings, there have been shifts from the ‘textbook view’ of iron formation genesis established during pioneering work in the 1970s and 1980s. Foremost, in contrast to the entrenched view, it is now fairly well accepted that microbial (i.e., enzymatic) Fe(II) oxidation was likely a key process in the deposition of many iron formation. Also, their deposition was unlikely to have represented typical marine sedimentation. Instead, a strong hydrothermal iron flux was often the key factor that yielded iron formation rather than more typical marine sediments. Similarly, a complex set of factors – including the evolution of hydrothermal systems – is behind their temporal distribution, rather than simply deep marine redox evolution (i.e., ocean oxygenation) as was often imagined.
Our understanding of iron formation genesis has certainly moved forward at a rapid pace, as our use of these sediments as palaeo-oceanographic archives has leaped forward in recent years. One of the most exciting advances is an increased understanding of the co-evolution of Earth surface processes with microbial metabolism during the Archean-Proterozoic transition. For example, the iron formation record has helped shape our view on the evolution of aerobic metabolisms tied to the earlier expansion of cyanobacteria throughout the surface oceans in the Archean. The emergence of an aerobic biosphere was likely brought on by an oxidative component to nutrient cycling and chemical weathering reactions, and potentially altered nutrient fluxes to the oceans. Evidence for these processes continues to be found in the trace element and isotopic signatures contained in these chemical deposits.
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**Figure Captions**

**Figure 1** – Representative images of banded and granular iron formations. (A) Mesobanding in the ca. 2.47 Ga Dales Gorge Member BIF, Brockman Iron Formation of Western Australia. (B) Overview of the Dales Gorge Member. (C) ca. 2.32 Ga GIF of the Timeball Hill Formation of South Africa. (D) Thin section of the ca. 1.88 Ga GIF of the Frere Formation, Earaheedy basin, Western Australia showing hematitic granules with chert cement.

**Figure 2** – Mechanisms of Fe(II) oxidation in the Precambrian oceans. Two biologically controlled mechanisms are envisioned: (1) reaction of cyanobacterially-generated O$_2$ with dissolved Fe(II), and/or (2) direct oxidation via Fe(II)-based anoxygenic photosynthesis (photoferrotrophy). The Fe(II) was sourced from deep-sea hydrothermal systems, while the Fe(III) formed in the photic zone was precipitated as ferrihydrite, Fe(OH)$_3$, and deposited onto the seafloor as a precursor sediment for iron formation. Some of ferrihydrite was later reduced either through direct bacterial Fe(III) reduction by dissimilatory iron-reducing bacteria (DIR) utilising organic carbon or through a potential metabolic coupling of Fe(III) reduction and methane oxidation (e.g., Konhauser et al., 2005).

**Figure 3** – Calculated thickness of a community of photoferrotrophs required to completely oxidise upwelling, Fe(II)-rich, hydrothermal waters with iron concentrations of (A) 500 μM and (B) 100 μM, at different rates of Fe(II) oxidation. Unless noted, advection and eddy-diffusional Fe supply rates are summed, with eddy-diffusion held constant at 0.1 cm$^2$/sec in all cases (cf., Kappler et al., 2005). Modelled advection rates are consistent with low and high annual averages for upwelling regimes on continental margins. An eddy-diffusivity value of 0.1 cm$^2$/sec is also shown on each plot. Dashed lines indicate the photoferrotrophic layer thickness required for Fe(II) oxidation at rates of $1.4 \times 10^{-4}$, $1.4 \times 10^{-5}$, and $1.4 \times 10^{-6}$ M/day, with $1.4 \times 10^{-5}$ M/day representing a conservative estimate as determined experimentally by Kappler et al. (2005). The thickness of the photoferrotrophic layer increases dramatically with low Fe(II) oxidation rates when both advection and eddy-diffusional Fe transport are considered as opposed to solely eddy-diffusional transport. At the conservatively estimated Fe(II) oxidation rate for the upwelling waters with 500 μM Fe concentration, a photoferrotrophic layer thicknesses of 17.6 and 5.6 meters are required when solely considering diffusion at rates of 1 cm$^2$/sec (not shown) and 0.1 cm$^2$/s, respectively. These
thicknesses are distinctly different than the >100 m required when both advection at 5 m/day and diffusion at 0.1 cm²/sec are considered for the same Fe concentrations in the upwelling waters. The more realistic layer thickness of ~35 m is required for an Fe(II) oxidation rate of 1.4 x 10⁻⁵ M/day and advection rate and eddy-diffusivity of 5 m/day and 0.1 cm²/s at 100 µM Fe concentration in the upwelling waters.

**Figure 4** – Comparison of (A) typical sediment pore-water profile during early diagenesis in a modern continental marine setting (e.g., Froelich et al., 1979; modified from Konhauser, 2007). (B) Plausible Archean pore-water profile during early diagenesis where the minerals on the right hand side are the dominant controls on pore-water Fe speciation. As shown in Figure 2, the delivery of Fe(OH)₃ to the sediment is controlled by O₂ concentrations and/or the metabolism of photoferrotrophic bacteria.

**Figure 5** – Calculated δ¹³C_DIC for sediments dominated by anaerobic organic matter remineralisation. Unless noted in the legend, sediment and water column parameters are for the Santa Barbara basin from Berner (1964). Water column DIC concentration is taken from modern continental margin values and sedimentation rate and organic matter concentrations are varied at ranges typical of continental margin settings. A DIC concentration of 10 times the modern one is used as an estimate for the Archean oceans. (A) δ¹³C_DIC vertical pore-water profiles for the modern Santa Barbara basin conditions compared with modelled Archean settings with 10x DIC and various organic matter fluxes. (B) δ¹³C_DIC vertical pore-water profiles for modelled Archean settings with DIC 10x that in the modern seawater showing effect of variations in the sum of sedimentation and compaction (ω) from that in the modern Santa Barbara basin. (C) Effect of variations in ω, at DIC 10x that of modern seawater and labile organic matter load at 0.5x that of the modern Santa Barbara basin, on δ¹³C_DIC vertical pore-water profiles for modelled Archean settings. (D) Effect of variations in ω, at DIC 10x that of modern seawater and labile organic matter load at 0.1x that of the modern Santa Barbara basin, on δ¹³C_DIC vertical pore-water profiles for modelled Archean settings.

**Figure 6** – Model for the evolution of ocean redox structure based on REE patterns in well-preserved iron formations. Mn(IV)-poor iron formations are likely to record seawater REE patterns. Similar to modern redox-stratified basins (A), the REE + Y pattern of late Paleoproterozoic iron formation (B) records evidence for a shuttle of metal and Ce oxides from oxic shallow seawater.
across the redoxcline. Mn(IV)-hydroxide dissolution in anoxic water column lowers the Y/Ho ratios, raises the light to heavy REE ratios, and increases the Ce concentration relative to neighboring REE (La and Pr). In contrast, Archean iron formations do not display REE + Y pattern indicative of a strong oxide shuttle (C), which implies a lack of significant Mn-cycling across a redoxcline in many Archean iron formation-bearing basins. The lack of discrete redoxcline points toward microbial Fe(II) oxidation, rather than a direct reaction of Fe(II) with O₂. Modified from Planavsky et al. (2010a).

**Figure 7** – Model of various sinks for biologically produced O₂ prior to the Great Oxidation Event. These might have included: (i) reactions with various reduced gases and solutes sourced from submarine hydrothermal systems, (ii) reaction with biogenic methane produced by methanogens growing in the bottom sediments and water column, and (iii) consumption via aerobic respiration.